How to Use

Flashcards is a set of 40 survival English words to help practice English words continuously. This set contains the English and Pashto word meanings.

- **Show the flashcard and say the English word.** Get the children to repeat after you 2 to 3 times.
- **Show the Pashto word to the child and get them to say the English word.**
- **Flip the flashcard to check if it is correct.**
- **Also show the English word and ask them to say its meaning in Pashto.**
- **Practice the words in the week’s Vocabulary list for 15 minutes daily. Use the cards to teach the new words in the day’s activities of the Activity Book.**
- **You can also create your own games using these flashcards!**
Water

Ubah
Shoes

Butan
Clothes
Toilet
Food

خواره

khwara
Medical

Daro
PAPER

Kaghaz

English

Pashto
English

Mosque

Pashto

جومات

Jumat
Happy

خوشحاله

Khushhala
Sad

Khafa
Angry

Pa ghwasa
Hurt

Tepe
Sick

Narugh
Hungry

Wezhe
Villa
House /

kor
Yes

Ho
No

Na

Ne
Maybe
good

Pashto

بیه
Kha
Bad
Cold

Yakh
Pashto

Garm
My Name Is

Name

Nom

نوم
Phone Call

تيلانون
زنگ

Telephone Zang
Tasu

English

Pashto

Tasu
Me / I

Pashto

زه
Za
Boy

Man

Halak

Sarray
Glasses

English

شیشه

Pashto

Shesha
Come

Persian

Rasha
Go

Lar Sha
Sleep

خوب

Khub
Play

Luba
Read

Lo wastel

Lowastel
Help

مرسته

Marasta
Bleed

Pashto

وبينة

weena
Time

Bajay
Family

کورنۍ
Koranai